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that Accreditation would become
be
a reality
without much extra efforts.

At the time of writing this End-of-the-year
End
Report, it seems that no one in Freiberg can
remember having seen so much snow in town
before Christmas. (They are forgettable
because we had a similar situation in 2010.)
Winter came in the middle of November and
swept quickly away only to return at the end
of the month to stay until the time of writing.
Especially during the first two weekends of
December, heavy snowfallss were registered.
German Rail was courageous and stopped
operations between Freiberg and Dresden on
Friday, November 29. Since then, it obvious
has learnt a lesson. As we approach Christmas,
temperatures have gone up and, especially in
the west of the country, rivers carry excess
water loads.

he International Office of
For the third time, the
VGTU organized this week under the title of
Socially
Responsible
Business
and
Technologies from 16 to 20 April at their
University campus.. International Week at
a VGT
is unique because it gathers teachers from
many ERASMUS partner universities for
lecturing and meeting each other and VGTU
students of Business Management and
Environmental Engineering. JCB gave two
lectures about Environmental Management
Managemen
Systems explaining the IMRE way of practical
teaching. Students commented by saying that
they lack such hands-on
on teaching within their
own study programmes. He received an
excellent evaluation.

INTERNATIONAL
WEEK
AT
VILNIUS
GEDIMINAS TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

EVENTS OF THE YEAR
NICOLETA GURITA JOINS
On January 15, Nicoleta Gurita (NG) joined the
IMRE Team. Coming from Romania, she
sh has an
MBA IMRE Degree. She has taken the task of
teaching the SEM (“Sustainability” class)
during the Summer Term and she has been
able to engage partners from industry (BMW
Group and Siemens Energy) to assist her. She
is currently investigating the options
optio for a PhD
topic in co-operation
operation with InnoRegio
Mittelsachsen,
en, an NGO with the objective of
setting up and developing new industrial
clusters around innovative business ideas. The
PhD topic will probably deal with complex
issues of recycling.
VISIT BY THE
HE
COMMITTEE

ASIIN

ACCREDITATION

On April 4, the ASIIN Accreditation Committee
visited Freiberg and Faculty 6 for their on-site
on
meeting with University Top Management, the
Dean of the Faculty and teachers and students
of the two MBA International Programmes
Programm
IBDEM and IMRE. This was a full-day
full
work for
the Committee members
embers and the IMRE and
IBDEM staff. During the investigative
discussions of the Committee, it became clear

Main building of Vilnius Gediminas Technical
University
TWO IMRE STUDENTS HONOURED WITH
DEUTSCHLANDSTIPENDIU
DEUTSCHLANDSTIPENDIUM"
On May 16, Naima Bouzoubaa (France) and
Rumana Sharmin (Iran), both IMRE 2011,
2011 were
awarded a “Deutschlandstipendium". This
new scholarship programme supports highly
motivated and excellent students with a
monthly grant. The idea is that the university
finds a private sponsor for fifty percent of the
allowance and the Federal Ministry
Ministr of
Research donates the other fifty percent.
Every university is allowed
owed a maximum
number of grants, depending on its size. In
this respect, TU Bergakademie Freiberg has

reached its maximum allowance right from
the start.

IMRE AND IBDEM RECEIVE ACCREDITATION
On August 8, the news about the
Accreditation of both Study Programmes
IBDEM and IMRE was published on the
University Webpage. On that occasion,
Prorektor for educational affairs Prof. Dr. Dirk
Meyer stated that it is important for the
university to have this accreditation especially
for international study programmes.
MINISTER PRESIDENT TILLICH VISITED IMRE
STAND ON "TAG DER SACHSEN"

Naima with red bag
DAAD NETWORKING CONFERENCE
On July 4, JL participated in the bi-annual
Conference
of
the
DAAD
Office
Representatives in Bonn for meetings with
several representatives, especially with the
Head of the Mexican DAAD Office in order to
prepare the MBA IMRE Alumni meeting which
was held in September (See below).
IMRE PARTICIPATED IN "FREIBERG 850 YEARS
FESTIVAL PARADE"
2012 was a special year for Freiberg since it
commemorated 850 years of history after its
foundation as a city. Throughout the year,
many events were organized and one summit
celebration took place on July 1, as a closure
of a full week of festivities. This was the
FESTUMZUG (Parade) showing "Freiberg
Sceneries" from the earliest times of the
city's existence until contemporary days.
Several hundreds of Freiberg volunteers
participated. The FESTUMZUG included stories
of (TU) Bergakademie Freiberg as an
institution with important responsibilities for
Freiberg and the world throughout the
centuries. Many IMRE Students and JCB
walked for four three hours in the scenery
called "The Modern University of Today".
Despite the rain, thousands of Freiberg
citizens and visitors, including representatives
of international twinning cities, came to enjoy
this unique event.

“Tag der Sachsen” (Day of the Saxons) is the
biggest annual festival in Saxony. It takes place
during the first September weekend each year
in another town receiving around 400,000
visitors. This year, the festival came to
Freiberg. IMRE participated with its stand in
the inner courtyard of Akademiestrasse and
presented
various
topics
regarding
environment and resources. Especially, the
hands-on mini-project “Art from Waste”, to
transform waste into handycrafts attracted
many visitors. Special thank to creative IMRE
Student Linda Wati. On Sunday, September 9,
Minister President of Saxony Stanislaw Tillich
and State Minister of Science and Arts Prof.
Sabine von Schorlemer visited the IMRE stand
and met with IMRE students to learn about
their experiences with (study) life in Freiberg.

Prime Minister Tillich enjoying Tag der Sachsen

IMRE ALUMNI CONFERENCE AND MEETING
From September 24 to 28, the MBA IMRE
Alumni Conference and meeting took place in
Oaxaca, Mexico. Many thanks go to Augusto
Mosqueda, Jose Andres Peña Gonzalez and
Dario Ochoa for the excellent preparation and
the professional organization of this event. In
co-operation with the Universidad Técnologica
de los Valles Centrales de Oaxaca, the IMRE
alumni event was integrated into the Second
International Forum on Renewable Energy of
this University under the title of RENEWABLE
ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES
AS
WELL
AS
THEIR
OPPORTUNIOPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
Many important persons from the Federal
Government, the State of Oaxaca, including
the Governor in person, from Political Life,
Academia and the Renewable Energy Sector
attended. IMRE Alumni enjoyed a great
experience with an excursion to one of the
largest wind energy areas in the world in the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec and with several
touristically highly valuable excursions to
natural and cultural monuments of the region.
Too bad, so few IMRE Alumni took the
opportunity to attend! Several of them
promised to come and cancelled their
participation on short notice making it almost
impossible for the Organization Committee to
find replacing participants. This was felt as a
lack of responsibility and it will probably have
consequences for future meetings. Many
thanks to Alexandra Dimova who decided
almost overnight to take the trip from Skopje
to Oaxaca.

Poster of Second International Forum on
Renewable Energy in Oaxaca
GET-TOGETHER WEEKEND
On October 17 and 18, IMRE 2012 went for
the traditional get-together weekend in the
village of Z (the name is kept secret for the
next generations to come). The weather was
extremely beautiful for the time of the year. In
other years, IMRE weekenders suffered from
cold frosty days, but 2012 was a real exception
with hikes under a radiant sun and camp fire
at midnight. Not every IMRE 2012 was able to
attend and, as a matter of fact, several IMRE
arrived in November.
2012 IMRE CLASS AND OPENING CEREMONY
For 2012, the total number of IMRE Students
now stands at 24 New countries represented
are Chile, Venezuela, Zimbabwe and Zambia.
This helps to boost the statistics about the
World of IMRE. It should also be pointed out
that IMRE is receiving more attention and
attraction in Germany after the general switch
towards Bachelor’s and Master’s Study
Programmes at Universities in Germany.

Wind farm in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec

The Selection Committee has received mails
from several applicants with admission letters
who were unable to attend the Winter Term
of 2012 because of long procedural delays

caused by the
he German Embassies. It seems
that the World is experiencing less peace than
in the past years and the checking and
monitoring of applicants for study in Germany
is becoming very time consuming. Several of
these admitted applicants intend
d to join IMRE
in the Summer Term of 2013.
On November 4, IMRE 2012 students were
honored with the traditional IMRE Opening
Ceremony at Senatssaal.
aal. Words of welcome
were given by Katja Polanski (Head of the
International
University
Centre)
Centre).
A
presentation about mining projects aiming for
sustainability was given by Prof. Dr. Carsten
Drebenstedt.
IMRE
studen
student
Marta
Casarramona gave an overview of her
internship activities at Avery Dennison
Zweckform. IMRE Student Raheel Sharif
(2011) introduced the IMRE student project
Mo(v)it. After the official event, there was the
traditional evening party.

IMRE MEETS WITH MAMI
On 29 November, IMRE staff JL, NG and TP
received a visit from MAMI.
MAMI Delegations of
both universities used the occasion for a first
meeting and get-together
together to learn about
potential ways of co-operation.
operation.
IMRE AND IBDEM MEET WITH GUBKIN
From December 5 to 8, a delegation from
Gubkin University met with IBDEM and IMRE
representatives. Detailed discussions took
place about the possibilities for exchange
students to participate in the IMRE
programme in order to obtain the MBA IMRE
Degree. The meetings resulted in an
agreement to move forward. JCB entertained
the delegation at his house and, on Friday
December 7, they enjoyed the Barbarafeier of
the Mining institute at Alte Elsabeth with lots
of food, lots of miners’’ songs and lots of
schnaps.
URM AND IMRE ASSISTANCE FOR TEMPUS
PROJECT IN THE WESTERN BALKAN

PhD CANDIDATES SEMINAR
On November 23, URM organized its PhD
Candidates seminar. All URM PhD candidates
joined, and a few other PhD candidates
attended. Two guest researchers from other
universities also presented their topics. They
are Mariya Rochikashvili from Moscow State
Technical University (abbreviated as MAMI,
MAMI
(МОСКОВСКИЙ
ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ
МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ
УНИВЕРСИТЕТ
(МАМИ) who spends some time in Freiberg
with a Scholarship
holarship of the President of the
Russian Federation at URM to work on risk
analysis for environmental and accident
prevention and management in industrial
operations.
The other guest researcher is Fan Hou 樊厚
from the School of Resources and Safety of
China
hina Central South University of Changsa
(Hunan Province). Her stay in Freiberg is well
over one year with a scholarship from the
Chinese National Fund and she will work on
the economic and environmental evaluation
of mining projects. Work in progress of the
other URM PhD Candidates is reported below.

TEMPUS is the European Union’s programme
supporting the modernization
moderni
of higher
education in non EU countries in Western
Europe, Central Asia and North Africa.
Universities of EU member states
state assist
Universities
in
these
countries.
TU
Bergakademie Freiberg has been named an
a EU
Partner for the
he TEMPUS project on Energy
Efficiency, Renewable Energy Sources
Source and
Environmental Impacts - Master Study,
"ENERESE". It brings together 14 Universities
from Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina and
Montenegro and four EU Member States to
develop and test an interdisciplinary master
programme on energy efficiency and
renewablee energy sources at the Western
Balkan Partner
artner Universities. New
N
curricula
have to be established,, tested for quality
control, disseminated in the region and
implemented in a sustainable
sustainabl manner beyond
the project life-time.
In the framework of this TEMPUS project, the
kick-off
off meeting took place from November 29
- December 2 at State
tate University of Novi Pazar,
Serbia. Prof. Bongaerts gave
g
a presentation
about Bergakademie and the IMRE

programme to the participants of this
meeting. NG will become active for the
project.
THE IMRE JOURNAL
Since 2012 Nicoleta Gurita is the Associate
Editor of the IMRE Journal. This year, two
issues were published and a few contributions
are already in the pipe-line for next year. (By
the way: The IMRE Journal can become better
with the help of many IMRE ALUMNI who
disseminate information about it and pass on
the website to potential readers and
potential writers.) Below is a list of papers
published in the issues of 2012.
Issue 1 Volume 6 05/2012
Outlook of Electricity Procurement Options –
Regarding to Key Energy Use and CO2
Emission Scores in the Car Manufacturing
Process
by Michael Pritzke
Grid Parity of Photovoltaics in Germany – a
Result of the Renewable Energy Act
by Martin Ammon
Operating off-grid renewable energy projects
in remote rural areas of China: identifying
best practices on the basis of a case study
and a comparative analysis of alternative
management models

by Hassan Iqbal
Formulation of Strategies for Implementing
an Industrial Ecology Framework in the
Colombian Mining Sector
by Irma Jineth Rosero Reyes

PhD RESEARCH PROJECTS
Procurement strategies for Rare Earths
With sponsorship from a large Chemical
Company, Jiangxiue Liu continued her PhD
research work on the topic of procurement of
Rare Earths which are crucial to many new
industrial applications. At present, about 95 %
of the world production is located in China
and sourcing becomes more and more
difficult. Many other deposits of Rare Earths
exist around the Globe but their assessment is
not easy. She has developed a tool for
characterizing the most promising deposits
from the point of view of production
quantities and risk and she is now busy with
so-called Monte Carlo simulations.
Grid Parity of Photovoltaics
This PhD project by Martin Ammon (external
PhD Candidate) deals with technological
developments and the accompanying CAPEX
and OPEX of PV installations in view of an
increase of their competitiveness. Work has
progressed and a model has been developed
to calculate the “real” conditions for grid
parity of PV technologies.

by Li Yi and Jan C. Bongaerts
Optimal poly-metallic mining
Issue 2 Volume 6 12/2012
The Analysis of Barriers Observed in
Implementation and Operation of Biogas
Digester Technologies in Thai Starch and
Palm Oil Industries
by Sulabh Jain, Bernardo Okazaki Kehdy and
Dr. Masachika Suzuki
Consumer Attitude and Behavior toward
Green Hospitals in Thailand

This PhD project by Tatsiana Piliptsevich (PhD
Student with sponsorship by Heinrich Böll
Foundation) deals with the economics of
mining of several products from the same
mine. After completing her IMRE Master’s
Thesis on a similar subject, she found that
there is very little knowledge and academic
literature about this subject and, in particular,
the bulk of resource economics deals with
single-product mining and not with deposits
containing several natural resources, not all of
them with the same time preferences from
the points of view of the users. The problem

implies
some
complex
mathematical
modeling. The fundamental research work is
about to be completed and work is in
progress.
Low Carbon Energy in the Automotive
Industry
This PhD project by Michael Pritzke (external
PhD Candidate with
h BMW Group)
Group deals with
the development of strategic developments
towards high energy efficiency and low carbon
energy use in automotive manufacturing and
the consequences for energy procurement. It
receives strong support from selected
s
IMRE
students. Michael has published several
papers about his work and he has been
actively giving support to students to
participate in his research work. He has given
substantial helping hand to teach the SEM
course in the Summer Term.
Local Governments and Innovations
This PhD project is about understanding
nderstanding the
concept of innovation within the context of
local government and applying this concept to
energy efficiency. Typically, innovation is not
connected to local governments but to
industrial
ndustrial companies who bring new products
and new services to markets. Local
governments do not operate in the context of
markets but they can still develop innovations
which find their markets with the assistance of
other players. Florian Unger (external PhD
Candidate) is well placed to do this research
since he is a member of the City of Frankfurt’s
Energy Management Department.
IMRE Internships and Master’s Thesis works
Remarkably, more and more IMRE Students
find ways to enter into interesting internships
inte
with industrial and commercial companies.
This leads to longer study times but such
internships give them valuable experience and
insights into the strategies and practical dayday
to-day operations of companies..

IMRE Students (and friends) discussing
discussi
difficulties and problems relating to their
various internships
Partly as a result of these internships, a
number of Master’s
ter’s Thesis projects were
completed. Topics included mining and
sustainability, the economic evaluation of
mining projects under risk
ri
conditions,
environmental management at a large
refinery, optimizing energy management in a
chemical company, marketing of a
Greenhouse (to be developed for use on
Planet Mars) in remote and harsh climate
areas of Planet Earth, energy procurement in
an automotive company, take-back
take
and
recycling of photovoltaic panels.
panels
Some
material is published or will be forthcoming in
THE IMRE JOURNAL.
FINALLY, BEST WISHES
With this report we bring to you our best
wishes for a peaceful end of this year, some
occasions for reflection about your
achievements, nice events and problems, and
we wish you a good start into the next year.
(We ask the Chinese to
o wait, as usual, until it is
their turn to enter their new year.) We would
be very happy to know that you stay in touch
to
with us.
JL and JCB with NG and TP

